Victor Crosthwaite Contreras

Educator, Actor, Historian, and Descendant of Early California families

Presents

Historical Theatrical Interpretations

of

People who actually lived in 1800 California

Short theatrical presentations of people who actually lived in early California will be presented with a Question and Answer session following. Topics that maybe included are events of the 1800’s, the cattle industry, laws of the day, legends and folk heroes of the 1800’s, the development of the greater San Diego Region.

Victor Crosthwaite Contreras is an Educator with a long teaching career that includes Elementary, Secondary, and University Education. He holds multiple Educational degrees including BA, MS, and MA degrees in Education, Communication, Dramatic Arts, Counseling, and Administration. He is a descendant of two Spanish soldiers who served in the Presidio here in San Diego and of Native Americans from California. He is a professional actor seen on TV, Film, and live theater.

Victor C. Contreras Works with Schools to help them develop funding for educational presentations like this to come to schools including college, secondary, and elementary. Contact Victor C. Contreras at viccroscon@yahoo.com or call at (619) 301-8126.